Wheat EST sequence assembly facilitates comparison of gene contents among plant species and discovery of novel genes.
Using a strategy requiring only modest computational resources, wheat expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences from various sources were assembled into contigs and compared with a nonredundant barley sequence assembly, with ESTs, with complete draft genome sequences of rice and Arabidopsis thaliana, and with ESTs from other plant species. These comparisons indicate that (i) wheat sequences available from public sources represent a substantial proportion of the diversity of wheat coding sequences, (ii) prediction of open reading frames in the whole genome sequence improves when supplemented with EST information from other species, (iii) a substantial number of candidates for novel genes that are unique to wheat or related species can be identified, and (iv) a smaller number of genes can be identified that are common to monocots and dicots but absent from Arabidopsis. The sequences in the last group may have been lost from Arabidopsis after descendance from a common ancestor. Examples of potential novel wheat genes and Triticeae-specific genes are presented.